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Packard Bell extends its 15.6-inch EasyNote TV series.


Stylish inside and out



One-click function keys



Seamless social networking experience



New set of specifications for great daily use

The 15.6-inch Packard Bell EasyNote TV series sets a new balance between design, performance,
usability and affordability. It now comes with a new set of features for great daily use.
Style statement, social networking portal, multimedia hub, Full Adobe® Photoshop® Elements
preinstalled and so much more, the new 15.6-inch Packard Bell EasyNote TV series does it all.

Stylish inside and out
Open or closed, this is a notebook that looks and feels great. On the outside, a stylish bamboo weave
design gives a sense of calm and durability enhanced by a sleek and curved finish. On the inside, the
same bamboo weave on the palmrest, added to the comfortable chiclet keyboard with coloured
surround, makes it stand out from the crowd.

Smart hotkeys for a smoother user experience
The social networking key is just one of several one-click hotkeys that give you instant access to the
features that matter most. In one button press, you can play your favourite music, adjust the volume,
or connect up to local WiFi®. Press the MyBackUp key and you access Nero® 10 Essentials – the
market-leading backup software – where you can easily and quickly schedule your backups to run in
the background. So you can enjoy complete peace of mind, knowing that your data is safe.

Non-stop social networking
As for social networking, it’s a breeze with the Packard Bell EasyNote TV series. No wasting time
signing in to multiple sites – just press the social networking key and you connect simultaneously to
your favourite sites, including Facebook, Flickr, YouTube™ and Twitter. With more of us spending
hours every day on social networks, this instant access has mass appeal.

New set of specifications for great daily use
Of course, looks aren’t everything. The Packard Bell EasyNote TV series is beautiful to look at, but
also delivers great performance for multitasking and is now powered by Vision Technology from AMD.

Among all the options offered by Packard Bell, the Packard Bell EasyNote TV series now features
the AMD A10-4600M Accelerated Processor with AMD Radeon™ HD 7670M Dual Graphics1.
Of course 1 TB storage capacity, a HDMI® port and 1 USB3.0 port complete the picture.

Price and availability
The Packard Bell EasyNote TV series featuring the 2nd generation multi-core AMD APU is available
on shelves starting at an estimated street price of €399.
Availability, software offer and technical features may vary according to countries.
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About Packard Bell
Packard Bell pioneered the use of the PC in the home, taking an office tool and turning it into a friendly,
indispensable feature of the modern home. Stylish products with cool features, accessible to everyone, are the
hallmarks of the brand. Acer Inc., the world's second-largest notebook PC vendor, acquired Packard Bell in 2008.
The company designs environmentally friendly products and has established a green supply chain through
collaboration with suppliers.
Visit www.packardbell.com for more information.
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The Packard Bell EasyNote TV series also features the AMD A6-4400M Accelerated Processor with AMD Radeon™ HD 7670M Dual Graphics or

the AMD A8-4500M Accelerated Processor with AMD Radeon™ HD 7670M Dual Graphics.

